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Th~ CHAilliYlliN (United Arab Republic): I declare open the thirteenth 

meeting of the Conference of the Eighteen Nation Committee on Disarmament. 

Mr. BARKINGTON (Burma): My delegation has read with great care the 

verbatim records of the five meetings of the Sub-Committee on a Treaty for the 

Discontinuance of Nuclear Weapon Tests (ENDC/SC,l/PV.l-5) and the statements which 

were made in this Committee on 23 March 1962 (ENDC/PV.8). They make interesting 

but gloomy reading. The exercise has left us with a strong sense of foreboding. 

The general resumption of nuclear weapon tests by all the nuclear Powers in the 

near future -- for that is what we face -- is clearly against the interests of 

peace and therefore of humanity as a whole, But I would go further and say that 

they are, in fact, against the interests of those very nations which will be 

conducting them, The strange thing is that those nations know it; in fact, 

they know it better than we do. We believe them when they say that they do wish 

to bring nuclear weapon tests to an end, and yet, despite all their gredt power 

or perhaps because of it -- it seems they are powerless to prevent themselves 

from doing something that they do not wish to do. Our sympathir.;; go out to them, 

but since charity begins at home we sympathize most of all with ourselves. That 

is why we have decided to intervene in this discussion. 

In his statement in this Committee on 21 March 1962 (ENDC/PV. 61 p. 25), my 

Foreign Minister made clear the attitude which my country takes on the question 

of nuclear weapon tests. We oppose them all, regardless of time, place and 

environment. Every new nuclear weapon test constitutes a new threat to peace, 

and most of them, perhaps even all of them,represent e threat to the health and 

future of the human race. That is why we oppose them, but over and above these 

already overriding reasons we have also to consider the effect that the resumption 

of tests will have on this Conference and on the very question of disarmament. 

In the course of private exchanges, we have heard it stated that the 

resumption of tests is inevitable and that this Conference must and can learn to 

live with them. In other words, it is assumed that we can usefully continue our 

discussions here on general end complete disarmament and on the so-called 

collateral questions while the nuclear Powers engage in collateral nuclear weapon 

exercises of their o~~. 
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Let us examine this assumption more closely in the context of the situation 

in which we find ourselves in this Conference. I do not share the view of some 

that this Conference is doomed to failure. Indeed, I have been moderately 

encouraged by the progress we have made so far, and particularly by the climate 

and atmosphere which has prevailed up till now. But who will deny that the 

going has not been easy, and this at a time when we have been dealing with 

generalities and matters of procedure? \{auld anyone deny that the main 

obstacles still all lie ahead and that we will all need a helpful climate and 

atmosphere if we are to have any chance of success in overcoming them? Would 

such an atmosphere be engendered by a series of nuclear explosions spread over 

a period of weeks and possibly of months? filld even if we who are assembled in 

Geneva could take a pragmatic view of this paradoxical situation, would the 

outside world understand? Indeed, would they even hear us against the 

reverberating echoes of the nuclear tests? 

If I ask these questions, it is only that I wish to draw attention to the 

~eed for us to try to see clearly the way ahead and not indulge in wishful 

thinking. And when we do look ahead, I suggest that the conclusion is 

inescapable that the resumption of nuclear weapon tests by the nuclear Powers 

can only pose a serious threat to this Conference. In other words, time may 

be running out for us and this makes it essential for all of us to do what we 

possibly can to help find an agreement on the cessation of nuclear weapon tests 

acceptable to all the Powers directly concerned, or, failing tl:..at, to look for 

some other acceptable means of aver~ing the threat to which I have referred. 

My delegation is happy to see that the Sub-Committee is to continue with 

its meetings, that further efforts are to be made to try to reach agreAment. We 

would like to rnake some comments on the positions taken by the two sides. In 

so doing we shall try to be a.s objective as it is possible for us to be. We 

trust that our comments will be received in the spirit in which they are offered 

and that they will be taken into account in the further discussions which are to 

be held in the Sub-Committee. I need hardly add that our sole purpose in 

making them is to help to bring the positions of the two sides closer. 

After the most careful and earnest consideration, it seems to us that the 

claim of the Soviet Union that all nuclear explosions can be detected and 

identified by means of national detection sys-~ems, and that no international 
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control is therefore necessary, leaves one vital question unanswered. It is: 

What happens in the case of a dispute as to the facts of a particular event? 

It may be said that there could be no dispute, because all national systems 

involved would give the same result. But we are not sure that this answers the 

question. After all, however good they may be, the instruments which record the 

events do not get up and speak. Vlliat they do is to record data which trained 

personnel interpret. It is therefore not inconceivable that interpretations may 

differ. How would a.difference of this kind be resolved unless there were in 

existence some impartial international scientific body acceptable to all the 

nuclear Powers whose function would be to settle such disputes, if necessary after 

making such enquiries and inspections as may b~ considered by it to be essential? 

Such a body would, by its very function, have to work in close co-operation with 

all national systems. Obviously such an international scientific bo~ should not 

be any more elaborate than it needs to be. But of the need for such a body, my 

delegation has very little doubt. Without it, every dispute as to the facts of 

any event would imperil a nuclear test ban treaty; with it, the probabilities 

are that every dispute would be found to be the result of genuine misinterpretation. 

We make this categorical statement because of our confidence that no State which 

signed a nuclear test ban treaty would think of engaging in clandestine tests •. 

Thus the existence of such an international scientific body would seem to be 

inseparable from a successful test ban treaty. 

On the other hand, my delegation seriously wonders whether such an 

international scientific body need be as elaborate as that envisaged by the two 

Western nuclear Powers represented at this Conference. If our understanding is 

not incorrect,· the principal cause of concern would appear to be the difficulty 

of distinguishing between certain types of earthquakes and underground nuclear 

explosions. There seems to be relatively less concern about the ability to 

detect and identify other. nuclear explosions, that is, those under water, in 

the atmosphere or biosphere.. This would appear to be borne out by the 

observations contained in chapter IV of the report of the Conference of Experts 

which met in 1958 (EXP/NUC/28). But if this is correct, the next question that 

arises is, how significant from the military point of view are underground 

nuclear tests, particularly those with a low yield which are difficult to 

distinguish from earthquakes? This is a matter of some importance because it 
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stands to reason that:-if they do not, in fact, have much military signifi,cance 

tho urge to indulge in them will not be great. ,After all, even underg;roun<?-

explosions are expensive undertakings. 

In this connexion we cannot help but be impressed with the fact, to which 

Mr. Zorin referred, that during the three-year voluntar,y moratorium, which ended 

with the Soviet Union's resumption of tests in 1961, neither side had ever 

charged the other with any violation, although each must have received hundreds 

of earthquake signals from within the territory of the other. Nr. Dean h~s 

explained. that the United States scientists .did indeed record hundreds and 

hundreds of seismic or acoustic signals during these three years, that some of 

them.had aroused suspicion, but that the United States had kept silent because 

it could not identify any of the events with certainty as a nuclear explosion, 

and also because it did not wish to voice suspicions in a way that might interfere 

with.the test ban negotiations. 

~W delegation believe~ that in fact none of these signals which aroused 

suspicion was due to nuclear explosions, just as it believes that none of the 

signals recorded by the Soviet scientists, during the same period, of events in 

the United States had its origin in nuclear tests. However, that is only by the 

way. The significant fact is that the standard which the United States Government 

applied in those cases was apparently that of military significance. In other 

words, had any of the signals which United 8~ates scientists recorded been 

suggestive of a militarily significant event it is unlikely that the United States 

would have refrained from voicing its suspicions. Could not the same test be 

applied' now? Is it essential that any system of international control over 11 

test ban treaty should be such as to be abl-:, theoretically, to identify every 

suspicious event, regardless of its military significance? Might we not be 

running the risk of losing sight of the forest by peering too closely at the 

trees? Might not a less el~borate international system, perhaps omitting control 

posts from the territories of those who object to them,, .but with the right of 

conducting an agreed number of properly safeguarded on-si ~e inspections by the 

international control organ; serve all our purposes just as well? 

These are the thoughts which occurred to my delegation as we read the 

verbatim records. We offer them for what they are worth. They obviously are 

not, and do not pretend to be, proposals. Uhether they serve any purpose or not, 
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it is our fervent prayer that an agreement can yet be reached in time between the 

great Powers on this matter of the cessation of nuclear tests, for it would be 

more than tragic if antipathy to Jven a minimum of international control on the 

one side and insistence on near-theoretical perfection on the other were to doom 

the entire world to a new cycle of nuclear weapon tests, with all the evils that 

would inevitably follow in its wake. 

Mr. DEAN (United States of America): I have listened with great interest 

and respect to the remarks made this morning by the representative of Burma. 

I shall now attempt to set forth the situation as we see it, in as fair and 

objective a manner as possible. 

This morning a plenary meeting of our Committee is again devoting its time 

to the most important problem of negotiating a treaty for the banning of all 

tests of nuclear weapons. The strongly positive attitude of the United States 

towards this imperative objective has been proclaimed innumerable times, in 

word and in deed. President Ke..1nedy reiterated this when, on 29 March, he said: 

"We remain earnestly determined to work for an effective treaty, and we remain 

ready to conclude such a treaty at the earliest possible time." 

Our deeds in this regard speak for themselves. We and the United Kingdom 

have sat at the table with the Soviet Union for well over three years in the 

Conference on the Discontinuance of Nuclear Weapon Tests. Yfuen the Soviet tests 

were announced on 1 September 1961, what did we do? Mr. McCloy and I continued 

the discussions with Deputy Foreign Minister Zorin, and we arrived at the Joint 

Statement of Agreed Principles on general and complete disarmament (ENDC/5). 

President Kennedy went forward with our plans when he laid before the United 

Nations on 25 September our programme for general and complete disarmament in a 

peaceful world (ENDC/6). Together with the United Kingdom we went forward in 

the United Nations General Assembly and obtained the General Assembly's endorse

ment of the principles set forth in our draft treaty for a nuclear test ban. 

Those principles were adopted by the General Assembly (resolution 1649 (XVI)), 

with the Soviet Union voting against them. At the same time we continued the 

discussions in the Conference on the Discontinuance of Nuclear Weapon Tests here 

in Geneva. Thus, both before thb mass1ve Soviet test series in the autumn of 

1961 and thereafter, at all times, we have done all that could in reason and good 

conscience be asked of us to reach agreement en this important point with the 

Soviet Union. 
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Our criterion has always been the creation of an effective international 

control system to monitor the actions of States signing a nuclear test ban treaty, 

so as to ensure that each fulfilled its obligations under that treaty. Within 

the broad limits of that criterion Wt have done everything possible to accommodate 

Soviet worries and Soviet desires. 

The draft treaty which the United States and the United Kingdom tabled in 

Geneva on 18 April 1961, together with its several subsequent amendments (ENDC/9), 

represented not the mere beginning of negotiations but rather their culmination. 

Incorporated in that draft were all the results of over two years of hard 

East-West discussion of all treaty details, and the constructive changes which we 

and the United Kingdom have offered in tho last eleven months. We have gone 

continually forward to meet Soviet demands. 

Thus it is that the two Western Powers now offer to sign immediately a 

totally comprehensive treaty with the so-called threshold eliminated. This 

treaty would ban all nuclear tests in all environments. But let me be clear: 

although the Geneva experts had worked out this system, and although we had been 

discussing this treaty with the threshold, when we offered to sign this totally 

comprehensive treaty we did not ask for any more control posts, despite the fact 

that the number of events would be vastly increased, and we did not ask for a 

greater nt~ber of on-site inspections. On the contrary, we tried to work out a 

system between seismic and non-seismic territories in the Soviet Union. 

So, starting from the basis of the control system tmanimously recommended 

in 1958 by Soviet, United Kingdom, United States and other scientists (EXP/NUC/28), 

we have devised carefully-thought--out political and organizaiional safeguards for 

incorporation into our draft treaty, to assure the Soviet Union both of complete 

equality in control operations aDd of the minimum of essential detection, 

identification and verification activities within Soviet territory. 

At the same time, we have offered the Soviet Union tVen greater inspection 

opportunities in our respective territories. East and West would have absolute 

parity on the top policy-making control commission, on which three non-associated 

nations would also sit. The nationals of Eastern and Western countries would 

also have numerical equality at every control post and at the systeo headquarters, 

at every level, from top to botton. Nationals of non-aligned nations would also 

serve at these installations. All auxiliary servicss would be supplied by 
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nationals of host countries. Indeed, the Soviet Union has been granted a veto 

right over the appointment of the administrator of the control system, over the 

adoption of the total annual budget, over any major changes in the control system 

and over all amendments to the treaty. 

An annual maximum ceiling of twenty inspections per year in the vast territory 

of the Soviet Union has been proposed by the West, even though the Soviet Union 

could carry out up to forty inspections per annum on the smaller territories of 

the United Kingdom and the United States. Although the Geneva experts 

suggested thirty-seven control posts for the continent of Asia, we have constantly 

examined this question with our scientists. The number of control posts on 

Soviet territory has been reduced from the original twenty-eight to nineteen, 

which our scientists tell us is the lowest level consistent with carrying out the 

1958 recommendations of the scientists. But the number remains proportionally 

higher for the United States and United Kingdom territories. 

At the request of the Soviet Union, provision has been made for the expanded 

use of the nationals of non-asso0iated countries on inspection teams, and we have 

proposed during the last month, as I have just indicated, to put a very low ceiling 

on the number of annual inspections in the aseismic or non-earthquake parts of 

the Soviet Union, which constitute the bulk of Soviet territory. We have 

offered to discuss our data on this question with the Soviet Union, but so far it 

has declined to discuss such data. 

I cannot emphasize too strongly, moreover, that whatever control arrangements 

the United Kingdom and the United States ask the Soviet Union to accept to monitor 

a test ban treaty, we are more than willing to install in our own countries. We 

do not seek one iota more of international control than is necessary, but we cannot 

settle for less than is essential to protect free world security. 

Why do we speak of the need for con·trol, Md why are we convinced that it 

must be internationally arranged? Why would not a tnere paper pledge without any 

international controls, of the type which the Soviet Union is now proposing, be 

sufficient? Nuclear testing is synonymous with the de~elopment of nucleo,r 

weapons. Significant development is impossible without testing. To prevent 

the further development of weapons by means of a test ban.is a measure of genuine 

anticipatory or preventive disarmament. As such, it must be effectively 
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internationally moni tared. in the same way as every other measure of disarmament. 

Only in this way can we build confidence and give reciprocal assurance that 

neither side is benefiting illegally from the successful clandestine violation 

of such a disarmament measure. 

In other words, the existing military balance in nuclear weapons, with all 

that this means for the international political balance, must not be upset by 

the violation of an uncontrolled test ban. The crucial factor, therefore, is 

objective international control. By this we mean control which is both 

technically adequate and organizationally sound, so that confidence is generated 

among nations that the treaty is being properly carried out by all the signatories. 

We in the United States obtain some degree of security for ourl!lelves and the 

free world from our military forces armed with nuclear weapons. Nevertheless -

and let me be very clear on this point -- the United States strongly believes that 

everyone t s security would be significantly greater in conditions of general 

and complete disarmament. We also believe that, pending the attainment of 

general and complete disarmament, eve~one 1 s security would be somewhat greater 

than it is now if the race in the development of new nuclear weapons were halted, 

that is, if there were an internationally controlled nuclear test ban treaty. 

However, this somewhat greater security could be achieved only if both sides 

were really and truly to cease testing in all environments. A unilateral halt 

by one side, while the other continued to test in secret, would only jeopardize 

world security more than ever before. 

Mr. Tsarapkin, in our test ban Sub-Committee last week, objected even to our 

mentioning of the possibility of violations of a test ban treaty. At the fifth 

meeting, for example, he said: 

"The philosophy which you expound is that a treaty is being concluded 

to make it possible to violate it, and there is to be international 

control in order to catch the violator. This is your philosophy. 

We disagree and we categorically reject it. If you wish to sign a 

treaty in order to vicl~te it, let us stop such pointless negotiations. 

Are the thousands of tree1ties which have been and arc being concluded 

between States based on the assumption thu.t the parties sign the treaty 

in order to violate it secretly? 

(ENDC/SC.I/PV.5, page 61) 

No; we cannot accept this philosophy." 
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I must say, in all good conscience, that we do not believe that 

Mr. Tsarapkin 1 s point of view is either tenable or reasonable. It is totally 

inconsistent with the sixth principle in the Joint Statement of Agreed Principles 

regarding control measures, and it also contradicts what Foreign Minister Gromyko 

said at the second meeting of our Committee, namely; 

"Our country does not intend to take anyone at his word, least of 

all States which have established closed military alignments, 

are pursuing a policy of building up armaments and have placed their 

military bases as close as possible to the Soviet Union. Nor do we 

expect others to take us at our word. The Soviet Union is a firm 

advocate of strict control over disarmament." (ENDC/PV.2, page 11) 

Now I submit that those words are equally applicable to control posts and 

on-site inspection with respect to a nuclear test ban treaty on the territory of 

the Soviet Union. 

The hard and unpleasant fact of life is that at this moment of history there 

exists a large amount of mutual suspicion, distrust and ideological conflict 

between the United States, with its open society, and the Soviet Union, with its 

closed society. We regret this, but there it is. 

For its part, the United States strongly desires to conclude reciprocally 

advantageous treaties with the Soviet Uni0n, such as a nuclear test ban treaty 

and a treaty on general and complete disarmament. But the absolute prerequisite 

for any such United States commitment is that there be objective and effective 

means to establish that both the Soviet Union and the United States are in 

practice living up to their mutual obligations. 

took in 1958, and it is what we say today. 

This was the position that we 

When we made this issue clear four years ago, the Soviet Union was willing 

to send its scientists to join with Western scientists in a careful examination 

of the technical requirements of an adequate system of monitoring compliance with 

a test ban treaty. The result of that examination was a document which each 

delegation has before it, the report of 20 August 1958 of the Geneva experts 

(EXP/NUC/28), which contains full conclusions and recommendations on establishing 

an international control system over a nuclear test ban treaty. This report was 

subscribed to unanimously by the scientists present at that experts' Conference, 

including the Soviet scientists and Mr. Tsarapkin. It was approved by n,ll three 

of the then nuclear Powers, including the Soviet Union, before l September 1958, 
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both as to its conter.ts and as a basis for forthcoming political negotiations 

aimed at concluding a nuclea:: ·test ban treaty. 

An additional technicg,l report on monitoring test,s at high altitudes and in 

outer space (GL'N 'DNT/HA'r/8) was a:rrproveCl unanjmously in July 1959 by the scientists 

of the United States, tho Uni ~ed King<lom a..11d the Soviet Union, and subsequently by 

their three Governme~·rts. It Las also 'Served as part of the teclmical basis for 

nuclear test b<tn negot:i.at.:i_onc,, 

At the fou-rth meE."Ging o7' i:.h2 test han Sub-Committee, I cited a number of 

fairly recent Sovir}t state:men·i:,s incol'Porated :i.~1 the verbatim records of the 

Conference on the Discovt::.nuance of Nuclear Weapon Tests. All of these statements 

endorsed the con-!:.:.·ol Eyst•;m roc0rmnended by the Geneva e:ll..-perts. 

At the two hundred and four~centb meeting on 15 June 1960 1 N~. Tsarapkin said, 

"... we are profoundly convinced of the correctness of the conclusions 

and recomm<mi!.a·t.i.ons made by the scientists of the eight States, and 

approved by the GovDrnments of the Soviet Union, the United States and 

the United Kingdom." (GEN/DNT/PV, 214, p~j) 

On 21 March 1961, at the tw0 hundred and seven-ty-fourth meeting, 

Mr. Tsarapkin declared that: 

"··· ;he Soviet Uuion has been and is still opposed to any revision of the 

conclusions of the Geneva Conference of Experts ••• " ( GEN/DNT[PV. 27 4, page 6). 

I~ the official aide-memoire of 4 June 1961 of the Soviet Government to the 

Un:.ted Staies Government, it was said that: 

" ••• r,he [')viet Union, like the U1 ·ted States, considers that strict inter

nationel control should be established over the discontinuance of tests." 

( GEN/D);T/111, .J2!'1ge 2) 

The So7iet note of 5 July 1961 reiterated Soviet Union support of the 

experts' rejort of 1958 1 and then added: 

"But evGn if the control system is to some extent iJJadequate, this can 

by no :r:eans be pleacl.ed o,s an obstacle to agreement, since, as science 

and er_gineering progre:.:;s; increasingly efficient instruments will be 

desigud, and consequently the control system will be improved. 11 

(~/Ln/113, _page 4) 
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It can thus be seen that, right up to the time when the Soviet Union 

announced its unilateral resumption of nuclear weapon tests .in August 1961, it 

fully supported the experts• report and the concept of an international control 

system. Of course, the two sides were still not in agreement on many political 

and organizational questions surrounding the control system to be embodied in the 

nuclear test ban treaty, but there were very few apparent disagreements on the 

technical measures or on their necessity. 

Despite this, after the Soviet Union had unilaterally resumed its nuclear 

tests in September 1961, the Soviet Government made a complete about-face by 

announcing to an astounded and disbelieving world that no international control 

system was necessary and that the controls recommended by the Geneva experts in 

1958 could all be supplanted by so-called national detection systems. 

Permit me to describe in some detail the nature of the international control 

system which the experts recommended in 1958. This will enable a better 

appreciation of just what drastic changes the Soviet Union is now advocating. 

The 1958 experts faced the problem, as we do today, of monitoring four 

environments to ensure against clandestine testing. These four environments 

were the atmosphere to a height of about 50 kilometres, high altitudes above 

50 kilometres, outer space, on and under water, and under ground. 

The scientists in 1958 found that if a system were to be effective it would 

have to consist of a global network of control posts, of a system of far-earth 

and solar satellites, and of a headquarters for worldwide control operations, for 

data analysis and for administration. Regarding control posts, with a world total 

set at 170 to 180 1 specific figures were given for the number of posts to be put 

on each continent, on ocean islands and afloat -- that is 1 on specially equipped 

vessels. 

The key to the effective use of control posts was their global distribution 

and their systematic spacing at regular distances -- 1 1 700 kilometres apart in 

aseismic, or non-earthquake, areas and 1 1 000 kilometres apart in seismic areas. 

Any gaps in tmis network would in turn cause gaps in control effectiveness. Of 

this there can be no question, because many seismic signals which emanate from 

either earthquakes or underground nuclear detonations fade with distance and 

become lost unless stations or control posts relatively near to the disturbance 

are so situated as to record the signals. The multiplication of control posts 

many kilometres aw~ will not help if the signals emanating from the event itself 

are lost. 
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All. control posts v;ere to be equipped with instruments to detect possible 

atmospheric and undergrou...'1.d nuclE:ar tests 1 .namely electromagnetic detectors, 

acoustic de-~ectors, ehemicai analysis equipment for processing air samples for 

radioactivity, ~nd seismographs. Control posts near oceans were also to have 

hydroacoustical detectors for :tJ<Ez5_r:.c underwater nuclear tests, and about 

one-third of -~he cont~ol posts were to have optical scanning devices for possible 

nuclear tests above the atmosphere but below those more distant areas of outer 

space which the planned far-9art,h or sol::tr satellite sys-r-ems could woni tor. 

I have been recently reviewing, for the past six or seven months, this system 

of the 1958 experts, and I have (lll many occasions ralsed the question which the 

representative of Burma has brought up this morning. I have repeatedly asked 

for conferences, I have repeatedly asked for more data, and I have been assured by 

all of our foremost scientists, including those at universities, that the system 

of the Geneva experts is not too elaborate~ that it is necessary and that it is 

not possible to monitor the syec:i.fic under-water tests which the representative 

of Burma mentioned without this system of control. If anyone has any additional 

scientific data to contribute on that point 1 I would be only too happy to receive 

them. 

To supplement atmospheric controls on the ground, regular and special aircraft 

sampling flights over oceans and national territories were provided for. These 

special aircraft flights were specifically intended -Go foUow up unidentified 

atmospheric events. To achie7e adequate underground controls it was envisaged 

that a certain number of ._,_ on-sl.,e inspections would take place at the sites where 

suspicious sei.smic t:ver1ts were believr ~ to have occurred. 

There has been so muc:1. confusiou aboat this question of underground controls 

that it merits som..; additicnal explanation. n.:ts is especially pertinent since 

we now know that, apart from tes~,s i::.1 outer space> underground tests are the 

hardest to monitor effectiv9ly, even witL an internatio:1al system, and also that 

very distinct and impor-0ant nili tary gair.s in nuclear 'reapons can be made by such 

tests. The tests irl ttH; low kiloton yi,.cdcl cnn be of tremendous military 

significance ir. the anti-missile field t;;ren though they may not be of importance 

in the development cf weapons themselves. 
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The first problem in monitoring underground tests is to discover that 

something has occurred -~ in other words, to detect seismic signals which indicate 

that a seismic event has taken place, The second problem is to know approximately 

where this seismic event took place. The third problem is to learn the exact 

nature of the event, namely, whether a natural earthquake or man-made, and 

therefore a possible nuclear explosion. 

Seismographs by themselves can record seismic events, but each individual 

seismograph around the world registers only a very small part of all seismic 

events, namely, of all earthquakes. To ensure maximum detection of all 

significant seismic events, including possible underground nuclear detonations 

in the small-yield ranges, and to ensure that each seismic event will be 

monitored from all sides, it is essential to have a global control post network 

of the type recommended by the scientists who met in Geneva in 1958. 

A less complete network would noticeably affect the number of seismic events 

detected, but, even more important, it would have a tremendously adverse effect 

on the number of seismic events which can be accurately located in a geographical 

sense and which can then be identified as to type. 

The objective of any control system over underground nuclear tests must be 

to distinguish any such tests from the great mass of normal and natural seismic 

events, that is, from the annual total of thousands of earthquakes of all sizes. 

The 1958 experts noted that some seismic events, though only those of relatively 

large size, could, after being detected, be identified as earthquakes merely 

through examination of the seismographic record by specialists. These scientists 

would, in those particular cases, recognize that certain of the recordings could 

have come only from earthquakes, 

However, the experts also recognized that there was no way -- I repeat, no 

w~ in which any seismic event could be identified as an underground explosion 

merely by interpretation of the seismographic record. Even worse, the experts 

declared that in many instances it would be quite impossible for the scientists, 

using the equipment recommended for the international control system itself, to 

identify a given seismic event positively as being non-nuclear in origin, that is, 

as an earthquake. Such an event would therefore be left in the dubious or 

suspicious category. To achieve the identification of such events it would be 

necessa~ to send an inspection team to the site of the seiamic event. 
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Here agai-n' the prime importance cf a regularly-spaced global network of 

170 to 180 control posts becomes evident. This network is essential in order to 

have the maximum chanc.e of being able to j dentify a detected seismic event as an 

earthquake from the seismographic recording alone, without any on-site inspection. 

It .is also essential for tpose cases where anon-site inspection is necessary, 

because it will give the best chance for pin-pointing the probable site of that 

seismic event, namely, the exact spot which the inspection team will want to visit. 

From what I have said it is clear that mere detection by distant instrumen

tation cannot be sufficient, for distant instrumentation does not at all provide 

for identification, which is the real aim of a control system over possible 

underground tests. The inter-relation between the problem of detection and the 

infinitely .more difficult and complex problem of identification occurs again and 

again throughout the report of the 1958 experts, to which the Soviet scientists and 

their Government subscribed without any reservation. They have never challenged 

this report on scientific grounds with scientific evidence, nor, so far as I am 

aware, has anyone else. 

I am sorry to have bored the Conference with all these details -- for boring 

I know it is --but I hope that all of us around this table may now have a good 

idea of the control system which the experts recommended and which is the 

technical foundation of the draft treaty of 18 April 1961 which the Western Powers 

have proposed (ENDC/9}. As my earlier quotations from the verbatim records of 

the Conference on the Discontinuance of Nuclear Weapon Tests indicated, the Soviet 

Union also supported this control system right up until July 1961. 

However, what had been scientifically indispensable for the Soviet Union in 

July 1961, lo and behold, became totally superfluous for political reasons in 

November, after the Soviet Union had completed its 1961 test series; and over 

sine~ and to this very day the Soviet Union has been trying, quite unsuccessfully, 

to defend this departure from a scientific basis, this total about-face. 

In a situation such as. this it seems only logical to say that 2- very heavy 

burden, indeed, of proof falls on the Soviet Union to demonstrate that there is 

some basis for its completely new but scientifically unsupportable position. The 

Soviet Union now finds itself in the position of challenging the correctness not 

only of the United Kingdom and the United States point of view, but even of the 

views which it, its~lf, expressed repeatedly and strongly right up until last year. 
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The So~iet Union ought the~efore to supply us with convincing evidence, 

scientific data and reasoned explanations. But it has not. In fact, it has 

supplied us with nothing along these lines. Even worse, Mr. Zorin, at the 

informal meeting of all delegation chiefs on 23 March last, tried to convert this 

eminently technical question into some sort of political question, which it most 

certainly is not. 

When all is said and done, three reasons have been offered by the Soviet 

delegation to explain the Soviet Union 1 s complete reversal during the past year 

on the fundamental scientific requirements of international control. 

First, it is said that all past nuclear tests have been fully reported to the 

world on the basis of data recorded solely by so-called national control systems. 

Secondly, we are told, in general language, that there have been major 

break-throughs in instrumentation and methods of data analysis which make an 

international control system superfluous. 

Thirdly, reference is made to the proposal of Prime Minister Macmillan and 

President Kennedy on 3 September 1961 that there should be an atmospheric test 

ban without international control and that, at the same time, we should continue 

to try to conclude a treaty in all other environments (GEN/DNT/120). 

Let me consider each of these Soviet points. 

As to the first, Mr. Tsarapkin, at the 28 March meeting of the Sub-Committee, 

talked much about how all tests have been reported to the world even though there 

is no international control system (ENDC/SC.l/PV.4/Rev.l/Corr.l). He noted 

particularly that there had been many such announcements between 1949 and 1958, as 

well as during the recent Soviet test series. 

The representative of the United Kingdom pointed out -- and, I submit, quite 

correctly -- that Mr. Tsarapkin had really proved too much. Mr. Godber observed 

that this very situation was perfectly well known when the scientists met in 

Geneva in 1958 to discuss nuclear test ban control problems. Despite thi's, the 

scientists had made only passing references in _their report to existing national 

systems, and, instead, they had recommended the installation of a completely new 

global system operated on an international basis. In other words, they had 

considered the possibilities offered by these non-international systems and they had 

rejected them as inadequate. This is hardly surprising when one realizes that 

the great bulk of tests through 1958 involved medium or large atmospheric nuclear 
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detonations, which are relatively -- I repeat, relatively-- the least difficult 

of those in any environment to detect and identify by either national or 

international control systems. 

The 1961 Soviet test series again seems to have involved this type of 

atmospheric tests, and, also, rna~ of them were in the very large megaton -- or 

millions of tons -- yield. 

The 1958 experts and the 1959 high altitude experts, however, had to propose 

methods to guard against all tests: in outer space, at high altitudes, in the 

atmosphere, on and under the water, and underground. As a result, these experts 

suggested the all-embracing system, which I have just described, to monitor all 

environments, including the atmosphere, in such a way as to inhibit potential 

violators as effectively as possible. 

The second Soviet point, which is closely connected with the foregoing, is 

that, regardless of the situation in 1958, scientific advances have so alter€d 

the picture that there can be no dount of the present adequacy of non-international 

systems for controlling a test ban. However, to prove this, Mr. Tsarapkin cited 

no objective scientific evidence, but only a few Western newspaper articles about 

some supposed new advanced instrumentation. Again let me say that if this 

advanced instrumentation is now in existence, our scientists do not know about it. 

He also referred to the alleged recent world-wide recording -- that is, 

detection -- of a few United States underground tests. He has not, of course, 

made a~ reference to how many such tests may not have been recorded on national 

systems. 

To take the latter first, there should not be anything surprising in the 

fact that certain -- I emphasize, certain -- seismic waves produced by certain 

seismic events are recorded by one or more of the existing seismographic stations. 

Certain earthquakes of various intensities have been recorded or detected for 

years. So long as man himself was not conducting any underground explosions, 

there was no problem of identif:ying the nature of these seismic events because 

it was clear that any recorded seismic signal must have been produced by an 

earthquake or s.ome other natural disturbance. 

But today our problem is quite different. Today our chief task of control 

is to identify the nature of those seismic events which are detected. And I 
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have explained here at very tedious length why the difficult task of identification 

as to type demands both a global network of regularly spaced and internationally 

operated control posts and adequate and effective procedures for on-site 

inspections by. trained and experienced teams of scientists. 

The fact that Mr. Tsarapkin read in the Press last December that Japanese, 

Finnish and Swedish seismographic stations had picked up signals from the United 

States underground peaceful uses shot called "Gnome" on 10 December 1961 certainly 

does not alter the picture. The exact date, hour nnd minute of the "Gnome" 

explosion and its probable yield was announced in advance to the whole world. 

This meant that there was no problem of the identification of "Gnome" either 

as an earthqu~~e or as an explosion, because it was known that an underground 

explosion was going to take place at that site. Seismologists merely had to study 

'their recordings carefully for that particular point in time, and if they found 

anything in that location they could ascribe it to "Gnome". 

Furthermore, detection of the "Gnome" shot was made relatively easy by the 

fact that it was fired in a solid salt formation so that the coupiing of the 

explosive energy into the ground was very strong and the resulting seismic signals 

were of a high intensity. 

The United States underground shots fired in other kinds of media have been 

much less easily detected. For example, it is our understanding that no other 

United States shot in the current underground series, 'vith the exception of the 

"Gnome" shot for peaceful uses, has been detected in Sweden. The Swedish 

scientists have advised us that even after the United States announced the dates 

:md times when these underground shots were conducted they were UU:1ble to find 

any useful signals on their seismographic records for those dates, hours and 

seconds. We understand that they have rechecked their records and have been 

unable to detect any shots other than "Gnome". 

As for the Soviet underground explosion of 2 February 1962, which Premier 

Khrushchev has said was detonated by the Soviet Union in order to trick the 

West I am using his exact language, "in order to trick the West" -- we know 

that it was not a small shot but indeed quite a large one, Furthermore; it took 

place in a relatively aseismic area of the Soviet Union, o'r at' least' in an· area 

where earthquakes of such intensity as this large detonation do not occur. 

Finally, it happened very near to a well-known Soviet nuclear test site where the 

Soviet Union has often tested, 
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I submit that in these circumstances the United States Government was 

justified in putting out a statement which indicated our presumption that a Soviet 

underground nuclear test had been carried out. But surely the very special 

circumstances of that 2 February test cannot invalidate in the slightest degree 

the experts' conclusions in 1958 about the control system needed to monitor 

smaller underground tests. The latter could be conducted secretly and probably 

in seismic areas in the hope that the frequency of earthquakes in such areas would 

prevent the detection and identification of such secret underground tests. 

As for the Soviet representative's claims regarding new and improved instru

mentation, we were told that one Soviet seismologist, whose name was not given, 

had succeeded in improving the method of calculating the probable geographical 

location of the epicentre of the seismic event. But geographical location of an 

event is not identification of the type of event -- that is, the seismologist may 

know better where it occurred but he does not know what has occurred, Detection, 

geographic location and identification as to type must not be confused with each 

other. The usefulness of exact geographical location would become very import&nt 

if there were on-site inspection teams seeking the point of origin of the 

unidentified seismic event in order to determine the cause of the event. But it 

is just such inspections that the Soviet Union, -- quite unreasonably, I submit -

now refuses to permit, 

The Soviet representative's references to newspaper stories of instrumentation 

progress also prove nothing. Of course, scientists all over the world are seeking 

improved methods of detection ru1d improved methods of location and, as I have said, 

we also hope for future improvements in the science of identific~tion as to type 

after the international treaty control system is built and put into operation, 

None of this, however, has present application, 

Vfuen the experts met in 1958 and when the United Kingdom, Soviet and United 

States scientists met again in Geneva in December 1959 and May 1960, they agreed 

on what they hoped would be many promising avenues of research, We even invited 

the Soviet Union to participate with us in this research, We in the United 

States, by the expenditure of a great many millions of dollars, have followed. this 

up diligently with large-scale research, but we have scored no break-through as 

yet, especially with regard to identification, If Soviet scientists or any ot~er 

scientists have been more successful, we would like to hear about it. VIe cannot 

understand why the Soviet Union withholds such new data, if indeed they really exist. 
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In any case, our own large-scale research assault on the problem of seismic 

detection and identification will continue, but, despite promising avenues of 

investigation which give us grounds to hope for improvements, no substantial 

scientific gain has as yet been realized. So far as our scientists are ·concerned 

and so far as data available to them are concerned, we have no basis for believing 

that the Soviet Union or any other country has done any better than the United 

States scientists, in spite of Mr. Zorin 1 s and Mr. Tsarapkin's unsupported hints 

to the contrary. It is the Soviet Union which is challenging the conclusions of 

the experts from eight countries, including the Soviet Union, who met in Geneva in 

1958, and, as I have said already, this puts the burden of proof squarely on the 

Soviet Union. 

With regard to my third point, nothing in the United States-United Kingdom 

proposal of 3 September 1961 for an atmospheric test ban after the third Soviet 

test negates the need for effective international controls. As the Soviet 

representative is well aware, that offer did not concern und&rwater, underground 

or outer~space environments at all; it related solely to the atmosphere, and even 

then only to the special situation of that particular moment in history, after the 

second or third Soviet atmospheric test of nuclear weapons had occurred. 

On 3 September 1961 it still seemed possible to halt the new Soviet test 

series in the atmosphere and in this way to prevent a new, ascending spiral of 

testing by all sides in the nuclear arms race. . To achieve this objective we in 

the West were willing to contemplate an atmospheric test ban which would, in part 

at least, be controlled by existing monitoring systems. In order to stop further 

Soviet tests we were prepared to run certain risks, Unfortunately, Chairman 

Khrushchev harshly and abruptly rejected that offer and the Soviet atmospheric 

tests continued until even a sixty-megaton bomb had been exploded despite the 

fact that a resolution of the United Nations General Assembly (l632(XV.I)) again 

asked the Soviet Union not to continue testing. 

Nevertheless, we also said on 13 September that the atmospheric ban should 

be only the first step towards a total ban and that negotiations for a total b<>..n 

should continue on an urgent basis. Thus we envisaged the rapid installation of 

an international control system which would have monitored an atmospheric test ban 

as well as a test ban in other environments. In addition, the United States-

United Kingdom proposal was open for Soviet acceptance only until 9 September. 
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On that date, as I said earlier, it was rejected by Chairman Khrushchev when he 

announced that Soviet atmospheric tests would continue, as continue they did, 

At that point, I submit, the situation totally changed. Our problem again 

became one of negotiating a comprehensive test ban treaty under effective 

international control rather than of reaching a somewhat unsatisfcctory interim 

accord on an atmospheric test ban only. The latter concept had been part of an 

effort both to stop further Soviet tests in the atmosphere and to keep the arms 

race in nuclear weapons from bursting forth again in full force. It is indeed 

unfortunate that the Soviet Union refused to co-operate in achieving these 

objectives at that crucial moment in history, but decided instead to go on witL 

its o~n series of tests which, it has stated, were undertaken to meet the needs 

of its own military security, 

From what I have said, it is quite apparent that none of the hastily 

concocted, pseudo-scientific Soviet arguments against the technical necessity for 

an international control system has any validity whatsoever. Certainly, the 

Soviet Union has failed to adduce any scientific evidence which is essential to 

establish its case. In this connexion, I must note that an international control 

system is not only scientifically indispensable but also politically indispensable. 

Such a system, and only such a system, could ever gain international public 

acceptance for its impartiality and objectivity. Its data and analyses would have 

world standing, The data produced by non-international systems would always be 

suspect as incomplete and partisan, if not indeed, in some cases, e,s outright 

falsification, 

In these circumstances, if reliance were put on so-called national systems, 

which after all have only some detection c::tpabili ty for larger seismic events but 

almost no identification capability, many suspicious seismic events would be 

recorded or detected on nationally operated seismographs. There would be no way 

of identifying any of these events. Inevitably, arguments would ensue between 

the rival nuclear sides and great excitement and tension might result, with each 

side trying to discredit the data and analyses of the other. Since it would be 

impossible for any conclusions to be reached that had general acceptance, 

potential violators could well have an open path for attempted clandestine 

viulations of a nuclear test ban treaty. They would be able to contribute to 

confusing the situation by challenging the reliability or objectivity of any data 

put forward by the.rival side, end they could thus count fairly reliably on avoiding 

discovery. 
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'.!'here arc also oi.her _i)Oll·ticc:,l side i'ac:)ts of a nuclee.r test ban control 

system, 'fhe Scviet Union proGln.~_mc; t:·Hd i t.s :refusal to 11,gree to internationc.l 

controls, despite all t.he saf<"gw:1.rds we. havt;; in-';roc1u0ed, is bu.sed on the real 

possibility c,:;> thei1· misuse fo~~ espionagG _:mrpr.se;:-. 

this line n.nd v;e have snown its ut.te1· groundlcnG:1.~.o3S. 

Of cou:;:-se, we have FLnal:rsed 

This way be why the 

Soviet Union now also sE-eks to justify its op_por,jtic·n to ir.ternr~tional control on 

the u::.:.Gged tec~mical adequacy of so-called n8.tiunal syster;ts. I suspect that 

this more .recent theme hct:J r·;rtll;y been t1wught up "~o rerno·v-e some of tht: need fol' 

a total Soviet relianco on the ~hctrg.;,s that an inteJ.'national control system to 

t:wnitor tte nuclee,r tr:ost ba.n treaty woulrl :na.ke it ::fO->sible for the West to advance 

l ts alleged objective of spying up,-,r1 the l::c,viet Ur:.ioc ... 

But this announced SovleiJ fear of' esplonage was -.vi-th us ia 1958 at the start 

of the Conference on the Discontinuancv of Nucle0,r \'fQapon Tests. The United States 

and the Uni teo Kingdom h:we rnade :~Tea-t. effort;:; to satisfy f!.ny reasonable Soviet 

concerns in this field, alwe"ys p.rcv~.dec'L t:1u.-':-, i +, could ce done without undermining 

tho effectiveness of the iP-ternat:.cne.l c,)ntrol syRtem. The ~i~tory of the 

negotiations shows that. weeks a11.c;_ months ;•r:').ru :;,:pent patiently working out 

compromisa sol uti onE; fo:r TTiany iO'su.e~o, S1t<!h as the compc·si -bion by nationali i:,y of 

tl1e inspection teams and Lhe stafl'.s t..d co11.·~ro1 J;'Osts and the into;.'naticmal 

he c1dq_ unrte:c s. I gave scme (l8 ta:!_ls :~n this respect at th;: outset of my remarks 

today. 

Tt.~.e result of D.ll t.tis len.~"ttJ :•1Ci~ut1.8-tion wa<- a sys·tc:m absolt:.tely devr,id of 

~~y espionage potential. «e have ~cne o~r best to meet all Soviet desires in 

this respect, Th:i.s fact makes ir:re:ievf'lnt tLc: frcqut:nt ;tccusavions by Soviet 

:':"eprosentati ves tha-~ tho Uni "ved Str.:tcs CL<nires tu us2 the nucle::1r "tiGst ban system 

to conduct espionage in the So vie 0 Ur..it..•E. Th~s ~s net correct, of course. It 

can have nothing 17ha-+;soeVt)T' -to r1r.· with the isf'ue o):' whe ~-hPr the carefully devised 

rnectsures of control ovE.r a test oa1:.. whic~ we 1n.d the Unl t~=>ll Ki:1gdorr. ull.vocate might 

be e>"ble to serve any intelligenGe '"l.imE: which anv cow1try might harbour towards 

another. As Secretary Ruslc: clearly si.cwc:d i1: the detail eel an-:tlysis incurlJorated 

in his speech here or' 23 March }e"s-:. (l;1TDC/?V.8; p.l4 ot seq_. ) 1 nv espionage danger 

,-;ould arise. 

SillCe I have already oored tLe Com;n:i_ttee lrith "111 t.htJStJ tendentious details, 

I shall not of course ro:veut all Mr. Rusk su,ii~ ·:·,h&n, t.ut his 3tatement showed th:.1t 
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foreigners would be a. rninori ty at each fixed control post 3-nd that such foreigners 

on host country terri tory would be under const,mt Soviet supervision at e"ll times. 

The exact sites of the contrcl posts themselves could not be chosen without 

Soviet Government approval. Foreigners on inspection teams would be under 

constant supervision by Soviet Goverm.1ent representatives. The amount of equip-

ment that foreigners could carry would be limited, they would be able to carry 

out only prescribed technical tasks. The area subject to examination during each 

on-site inspection would be small and at the most would never exceed more than 

one part in two thousand of Soviet territory in any one year. Moreover, most of 

this work would be carried out in tt.e earthquake areas of the Soviet Union far 

from centres of military or industrial activity. Finally, all the occasional 

air-sc~mpling flights would teke place in Soviet planes with Soviet crews and with 

Soviet Government observers under fully controlled conditions and along 

predetermined, Soviet-approved flight routes. It is clear that no one interested 

in espionage would undertake it by means of the control and inspection system 

embodied in the United States-United Kingdom nuclear test ban treaty. 

and its operation simply c:m.not be used for espionage. 

In my remarks today I have indicn,ted, I believe, why international controls 

over a test ban treaty aro essential c,ncl why those controls must take the form 

of an international system. I have shown that there are no logical reasons why 

the Soviet Union should fear such a system, n,nd that the United States and the 

United Kingdom have display~d continuing negotiating ingenuity to try to allay 

Soviet fears. Indeed, even th.:; Soviet Union, in its meraorandum of 26 September 

1961, said that it would be ready to accept certain fix<;d observation posts 

manned by foreigners on its terri tory, to reduce Western fears of any surprise 

attack by the Soviet Union. Yet, by definition, this would not be a disarmament 

measure, whereas a test ban would be, and a test ban would eliminate all further 

tests in all furthor environments. 

If the Soviet Union is willing to accept fixed observation posts manned by 

foreigners in connexicn with the carrying out of a surprise attack, what grounds 

exist for rejecting an international control system as part of a nuclear test ban 

treaty? In essence the Soviet Union should be ready, if its policy were founded 

upon rational considerations, to negotiate for some treaty similar to that 

proposed by the United States 2nd the United Kingdom on 18 April 1961, with the 
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various reviEicn~ ~o ~t made last year uad this yeuT ~o maet Soviet views. 

incomprehensiblG :::,~ this is to cl;;~ s:..cr:<~ is not -thb C?hse. 

adamantly refuses eve:1. to d:i.scuss :i.ntcnu.tionc\1 contTols, 

Tb.c Soviet Union 

"I am 

Yet, 

convinced that tho problem of lnspection has now ~mHrged c~early as the central 

obstacle to ::u:. effectrv-e t.est Lan treaiy. We car.not accept any agreement that 

d':les tl.ot provide for ;:;:lfec+,:i.vt:· int'""rns.,tio:J.al processes that will tell the world 

whether the treaty is being oosGrved, Tas Sovie~ Government so far flatly rejects 

any such insp10ction of eny sbapc or ··.._:~_:--:.cl 'J'hic: is tl1e issi1e that has been made 

c·~.oar in Geneva. 11 

I want to assure thiB Commit-r,ee i:}~c-~ tne Gove:::nment of· the United States 

:remains most g,nxious to c,mclwie a nucl'3a:r test ban treaty to stop all tests if 

W8 be.ve safeguards, rcsul.-ting from a<iequa;te and e:'i'ective international control 

a1·:rangements 7 thc:d:i -~he treaty w:i. -:.1 b 8 c!:Jse_;_·v0ci on a~~- ~1ides. We have made 

literally dozens of moves to tr.is end, :illd ve urge the Soviet Union to begin to 

:reciprocate-- which it has not do:rJ.E: 11t 'l..Ll so far, After the series of over 

forty Soviet nuclear t·3sts last g,utumlJ., in v::.olation of its ovn1 self-imposed 

mo:-atorium .[,ledge; Uni tecl States and free-world s~:..c~_;_ri ty cannot be made to depend 

upon u.nother uner.i:'orceable Sovj et commi trr.ent on paper,· whi ~h lacks effective 

internationr:,l supervision. We are willing "to overlook this Soviet test series 

and to forgo our own proposed series cf tests} but only if our security is 

safeguarded in the manner I have outlined. This seems to us to be very reasonable. 

Tfe hr:,'Je done everything vr·3 know how to d.o in o:rcLn t.) bring abo.1t such a nud ear 

test ban trea+,y. 

'l'he General. Ass•~m-~J.y,, in i.ts resoltrt,jon 1649 (XVI) of 8 Novemb,:,r 1961, called 

on the nucJ.ec;,:c Pow9rs tc. ban all tests ur:.der effe~tive international controls. 

'I'he Uni teet St::ttc:s 'Toted for that resolution, c::.s di(l the United K:i.ngdom. The 

Soviet Unio:J. vot2d again;.;t. that resol utim1, o.nd conJ0inues to oppose its implemen-

tation. Yet ~-t remai:ts th0 only safo way to end uuclor:,r tests. The very least 

that this Conference can clo is to .. cepoc;/c the ~t~per:,l of the General Assembly by 

calling on the Sov..:.et Union to reaku possible <... nu.-:!lear test ban treaty, under 

effective interr-a-Liona1 con~rols. We s·0:Lll have ;v;t given up ho:;;>e that the 

Soviet Union will at lon5 last l'.eecl the 1fishes of m3Jlkind 7 reverse its ccrnpletely 

un:::easonahle stand~ o.nu "Jhus esca,pt- tl:..v -~ruly awful rr::,sponsibili ty that ncJ<l rests 

upon jjhe Soviet U~ion for the continuo.ncu of' Iiue:lL:c.r testing in the world. 
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I regret that I have spoken at such length and in such detail, but it seemed 

to me that the importance of this subject, and the earnest and sincere desire of 

the United Kingdom and the United States to bring about a nuclear test ban treaty, 

warranted my going into a tremendous amount of detail on what has taken place in 

connexion with these nuclear test ban negotiations. 

1\1r. GEBRE-EG2.Y (Ethiopia): We note with regret that once again we are 

confronted by the fact that there has been no progress on the cessation of nuclear 

tests. We regret this, and essentially for three re8.sons. 

The first reason is, as my Minister made clear wh~:;n he made his general 

statement here (ENDC/PV.6), that what is at stake is our own survival. I hope 

I will be forgiven for saying that if we were dealing with the old, the 

traditional kind of disarmament, we could perhaps with small justification keep 

quiet about the present impasse. If it involved only conventional weapons~ cme 

could, I suppose, say th~t we could leave it to the major Powers. However, as 

has been made clear here, this is not the case. i'lhat is involved is n0t only 

the future existence of the major Powers or the nuclear Powers: it goes beyond 

that; it affects the survival cf each one of us. I submit that, because of 

this, we have a role to play, a role which has been recognized by the nuclea~ 

Powers themselves. 

The second reason is the following. The nuclear Powers themselves, the 

major Powers -- all of them without exception -- have already told us not o:'lce 

but many times, and with authority, that there is no security in accumulating 

nuclear weapons. I shall not take up time in citing these statements; I thinl\. 

all of us are acquainted with them. The President of the United States, the 

Prime fdinister of the United Kingdom and the Prime Minister cf the Soviet Union 

have all said repeatedly that security needs are not served by increasing the 

power of destruction which tl-.ey have been accumulating during the last eight or 

nine yeurs. 

The third reason why we regret the lack of progress is that, as the 

representative of Burma has sho-wn, it is possible to find some accol!lr1odation. 

Although the record of the statements on both sides on this issue shows that each 

side is rigidly maintaining its position, scientific progress and the factual 

situation indicate that it is possible to 0-rrive at an accommodation -- a 

political accorr~udation, if you wish. 
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For those three reasons, as I have said, we are very much appalled, we are 

very much concerned, that no progress has been made. 

Our position on nuclear testing, as my Minister has made clear, was 

established many years ago. We have rt:.l?eatedly said, whenever the situation has 

become intense and whenever the item has been debated at the United Nations, that 

we are against all testing. I, myself, speaking for my Government at the 

sixteenth session of the General Assembly during the debate on the Soviet tests, 

said that it made no difference to us whether the explosion was small or big; 

we e.re against all of them, whether they be underground, in the atmosphere, or 

anywhere else. That is our positjon, and we are impelled to continue to hold it. 

If we are asked why, the answer, again, is simple. From the information which 

has been given to us, not by our people, but by the scientists of the Powers 

conducting these tests, we know in no uncertain terms that our future is at stake. 

Therefore, the only logical position we can take is not to malre any distinction 

as to whether the test was small or was conducted underground, in the atmosphere 

or, if I may say so, under the table, but to say categorically that we are against 

all tests. I repeat today that tl:is is our position. We cannot make any 

exceptions. 

If these tests concerned only the nuclear Powers, only those which have. 

the means of conducting the tests, then it could be said that this was none of our 

business. But, as I said earlier, we have been told time and time again that 

our very survival is at stake. 

that we are against all tests. 

That being the case, we are compelled to state 

As I indicated earlier, it seems to us that it would be possible to find a 

formula -- I am not going to suggest one which could accommodate both sides. 

I notice with regret from the records of the discussions in the Sub-Committee on 

nuclear tests that consideration has not been given to many of the suggestions that 

have been made by the Foreign Ministers at this Conference. I will quote a few 

of those suggestions. The Foreign Minister of Brazil said: 

"The technicians of the nations most advanced in nuclear science 

are, I believe, agreed on the possibility of effective control of tests 

under water, in the atmosphere and in the biosphere, without more 

thorough on-site inspections and checks being necessary." (ENDC/PV. 3, page 9) 
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~ own~Foreien Minister said: 

"In this connexion we fail to understaud why an adequate system of 

international verification cannot be developed which could be used when 

national systems of verification were challenged. Is it not possible to 

devise an international scientific system of verification where an appeal 

could be lodged to resolve differences in results of nation~! detection 

systems? It seems to me that this area deserves exploration by scientific 

experts, for, if the answer is positive, surely the present controversy over 

detection and verification would fall to the ground, clearing the way for 

prompt action on the treaty." (ENDC/PV.6, page 20) 

I also notice that the Defence Minister of India, Mr. Krishna Menon, made 

unother suggestion, as follows: 

"Vle would also suggest that if the idea is that one cannot take for 

granted the results of the detection efforts by any of the three 

countries involved in this matter -- that is to say, if the United States 

is not prepared to accept the judgement on this score of the United 

Kingdom or the Soviet Union, or the other way round -- it may be worth 

considering whether scientific detection sto,tions could be established 

by national efforts in other countries or could be internationally 

established, If it is possible to spren.d bases n.ll round the world or 

to manufacture these weapons in large quanti ties, it should also be possible 

to establish th€se peace stations in various parts of the world, in 

countries that are partly committed or n.re uncommitted to the two blocs. 

Then, in the event of an explosion, the results would come in from every:... 

where just as today we measure radiation, and the results ~re 

internationally communicated, Therefore, 2-s a compromise m(;asure, it 

could be o.greed for the time being that we should have other moni taring 

stations from which results would be received. If all the data collected 

pointed to one result, there would be no difficulty; if there were 

differ<?nces of opinion, then it would be for us to consider what could be 

done about them," (ENDC/PV. 5, page 39) 

I have cited these suggestions not in order to formulate proposals, but 

ratl1er because from a reading of the verbatim records, it appears that the 

Sub-Committee on the discontinuance of nuclec:.r tests has made no attempt to 

take into account these suggestions which I thought, u.nd I still think, could 

help to find a way out. 
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As the representative of Burma pointed out this morning, other formulas are 

possible, He suggested one such formula, and I am quite certain we could find 

many others which could be discuss~d by the three nuclear Powers so that they 

could arrive at an agreeme~t which cow1 save us, and them too, from the 

destruction of atomic weapons, 

I would conclude by appealing to the three nuclear Powers to take all these 

suggestions into account, to use the progress of science and to arrive at an 

early conclusion, I fear that there is already a tendency on the part of the 

public to say that the nuclear Powers do not really want to stop nuclear tests. 

This, I submit, is a very bad beginning for the work of this Conference, and it is 

the duty of the three nuclear Powers to evaluate the scientific advances and to 

do their best to COQe to an agreement, 

Mr. CAVALLEfTI (Italy} (translation from French): The Italian 

delegation, like the Ethiopian delegation just now, cannot conceal its anxiety 

over the difficulties with which the Sub-Committee is continuing to meet in 

its endeavours to reach an agreement on the prohibition of nuclear tests. We 

still believe that it is absolutely essential and urgent to reach such an 

agreement if we are to stop the nuclear arms race, thus offering the peopl~s of 

the world a first reassurance and creating an increasingly favourable atmosphere 

for this Conference, 

We naturally see the question of the discontinuance of nuclear tests within 

the general framework of the security of all peoples. We regard an·agreement on 

the subject as an important contribution to that security. If, on the contrary, 

the agreement served to produce a situation· even more dangerous than the present 

one, we should be working against our purpose~ We must·therefore reach a 

dependable agreement -- an agreement providing'the maximum guarantees for &11 

and precluding any possibility of violation. It must in no case serve to 

encourage or permit the conduct of clandestine nuclear tests, 

That is why we feel apprehensive about the opposition which the Soviet 

delegation still appears to maintain against any international control measures 

relating to the prohibition of tests, 
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I may add that we are rather surprised at this attitude, because it does 

not appear to correspond to the statements on control which the Soviet delegation 

has reiterated several times. For the Soviet delegation has fully accepted the 

concept of international control as an essential element of disarmament; that 

principle was accepted by the Soviet Union in the joint statement of agreed 

principles for disarmament negotiations, and we see that it has been adopted in 

the draft Treaty on General and Complete Disarmament which the Soviet delegation 

has submitted to this Conference. )..ncl that is perfectly natural, since for 

three years during the discussions on tests at Geneva, the principle of 

international control was never questioned by the Soviet delegation, disagreement 

being confined to its application. 

Moreover, in discussing general and complete disarmament the Soviet delegation 

has often affirmed that the practical measures for international control should 

be studied according to the circumstances and applied in each particular case side 

by side with the disarmament measures adopted. 

For the reason~ I have just given, I hope that the Soviet Union, in compliance 

with the general principles on international control to which it has already 

agreed, will now make an effort to show goodwill concerning the first particular 

case before us for consideration: the control of nuclear tests. 

sincerely and earnestly to iYir. Zorin in that sense. 

I appeal most 

The question of the int8rnational control of tests is certainly a technical 

one, but it is not only technical: it is also political. It is not only a 

matter of knowing whether the Soviet scientists have been able to devise 

instruments so perfect that they can record any nuclear explosion whatsoever and 

distinguish it from natural earth tremors without any possibility of error. 

That is undoubtedly a very important problem; but it is also necessary to know 

how the recordings of such instruments would be interpreted if they were controlled 

solely by national authorities -- in other words, if there was only "self-control". 

Let us take a practical example: after having concluded an agreement on the 

discontinuance of tests, one of the parties, in violation of the agreement, makes 

secret preparations for tests, while the other party, faithfully fulfilling the 

agreement makes no such preparations. If there is no international control, the 

party which has prepared for tests can announce at a certain moment that its 

detection instrurnents have recorded tests carried out by the other party -- tests 

which, of course, havv never t~ien place. After which the party denouncing 
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the tests would carry out its own tests, throwing the responsibility on the 

other party. 

Such questions have, I believe, already been raised during the previoua 

discussions. The representative of Burma referred to them, too, in his 

brilliant statement this morning. The reply made to this kind of question has 

been that once the agreement is concluded, it will certainly not be violated 

and that we must have confidence in the signature which each party will append to 

a treaty prohibiting nuclear tests. But that would be assuming the solution of 

a problem which has not been solved. I have no doubt, or at least I hope, that 

at the end of our work we shall succeed in re-establishing full confidence among 

us all. But that is an aim which it will cost us many more efforts to achieve. 

I should like to recall in this connexion that !1;r. Segni, the Italian Minister 

for Foreign Affairs, in his statement of 28 March 1962, stressed the need for 

"a sincere effort on the part of all of us to break down ••• the wall of 

misunderstanding that separates us, thereby re-establishing a psychological 

climate that is not built on distrust" (ENDC/C. 1/PV.l, p.ll}. It is precisely 

through the establishment of mutual international control that we shall be able' 

to do this. There is no other way. By affirming that mutual confidence 

justifies solely national control, we should be reversing the terms of the problem 

and making it more difficult to reach a conclusion. On the otber hand, it is 

obvious that the international control of tests must be confined to what is 

strictly necessarY for this purpose. And it is precisely with this object in 

view that the United States and United Kingdom delegations in the Sub-Committee 

have, in an undeniably conciliatory spirit, as ~rr. Dean told us today, made 

concrete and precise proposals allowing of no extension of control beyond those 

limits, so as to provide a full guarantee that control will never become 

espionage. Within these narrow limits, however, international control is 

essential, for without it an agreement on the discontinuance of tests would no 

longer be a contribution to world security, but a new element of doubt and 

uncertainty. It would not provide that improvement in the international 

situation which we all so eagerly desire. 

For all these reasons, at this stage of the discussion, the Italian 

delegation considers: 
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First, that the delegations of the three nuclear Powers should set to work 

again and continue their efforts indefatigably, despite the obsto,cles encountered 

hitherto. In this connexion I should like to reco,ll that, in his first state-

ment to the Conference, the Italian Minister for Foreign.Affo,irs said that the 

work entrusted to us "should not be suspended until, answering the appeals of 

all the peoples of the world, we have attained our goal" (ENDC/PV. 3, page ll). 

This principle should be applied particularly to the work on nuclectr tests. 

Secondly, that all delegations, which, as the distinguished representative 

of Ethiopia has just pointed out, have a duty to follow the test negotiations 

closely and encourage the participants to find a solution, should be kept 

regularly informed, as indeed they have. been up to the present through the 

reports submitted to the Eighteen Nation Con~ittee. 

Thirdly 1 that the Commi ttec of the \fnol e dealir.g with special measures 1 perhaps 

in collaboration with the three-Power Sub-Commi ttE:e, should make an immediate 

start, as a matter of first priority and urgency, oil drafting a treaty on 

controlled prohibition of the manufacture of further nuclear bombs, and that 

that treaty should be signed and brought into force immediately. It is obvious 

that nuclear tests are carried O'~t w:!.. th a view to the manufacture of new and 

~ore highly perfected bombs. Once the manufacture of such bombs - of all 

bombs - has been prohibited, testing will be pointless. No one would be 

interested in carrying out tests when he could not apply the results. 

It is in this joint work, to •rhich, I am sure, all will contribute their 

goodwill and their sincere de:>ire for peace, that we shall, I hope, be able to 

find the solution to which we ;:;o anxiously look forwa.rd. 

Mr. DESAI (India): I would like to thank the representative of the 

Soviet Union for ceding his place on the list of speakers to me so that I may 

have the opportunity to speak before I leave this afternoon. 

We have heard the presentation of the position of the United States, the 

earnestness with which the United States del~::gation has been attempting to 

arrive at an agreement on the ending of nuclear tests, and the various aspects 

of the draft treaty submitted by the United States and United Kingdom 

delegations (]NDC/9). 
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Although I shall not be here during the latter part of this morning to listen 

to the statement of the representative of the Soviet Union, we in our Foreign 

Office at home will naturally pay earnest attention and care to all the state

ments made here, and will study them very closely with a view to giving such 

instructions to our delegation here as will be necessary to help our general 

objective. 

This morning we heard the impassioned appeal made by our colleagues from 

Burma, Ethiopia and Italy to the members of the nuclear Sub-Committee to 

continue their discussions and arrive at agreed arrangements for the ending of 

nuclear tests. 

I would like to mention that at an earlier, informal session of the 

Committee, on 23 March, when we discussed the first interim report of the 

Sub-Committee, several delegations expressed their disappointment and concern at 

the failure of the Sub-Committee to report any progress towards arriving at a 

treaty. Speaking at that time on behalf of ~ delegation, I referred to a 

statement made by my Prime 1-ilinister that, so far as the Government of India is 

concerned, it is opposed to nuclear explosions by anyone, anywhere, at any time, 

and that we do not share the belief that it does not very much matter whether 

we arrive at a test ban treaty or not and that our main business is simply to 

go ahead with the drafting of a treaty on general and complete disarmament. 

I also stressed in the informal meeting of the Committee that in our view it 

would be very difficult to make any progress towards our major objective of 

reaching an agreement on a treaty for general and complete disarmament if a 

climate of peace was not maintained ~d nuclear test explosions were re-started. 

Since then we have received various documents which we have carefully 

studied, and also the latest record of the Sub-Committee (ENDC/SC.l/PV.4, Rev.l), 

circulated on 28 March. 

On behalf of my delegation I must frankly state that we are seriously 

disappointed and concerned at the continuing rigidity of the positions of both 

sides and the complete absence of any sign of negotiation based on mutual 

appreciation of the position of each other. What disappoints us most is the 

"Take-it-or-leave-it" attitude operative in the negotiations of the Sub-Committee, 

which is in striking contrast with the flexible and conciliatory attitude 

professed by all sides and actually adopted in the negotiations and discussions 

on other matters before the Eighteen Nation Committee en General and Complete 

Disarmament. 
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From a perusal of the proceedings of the Sub-Committee it appears that the 

Soviet Union wants a simple agreeBent in terms of the draft on page_7 of its 

document (ENDC/11) basing the compliance with the treaty on national control 

systems and on trusting the States concerned to honour their obligations under the 

treaty. Mr. Tsarapkin put the Soviet position in the following terms: 

"The epoch, or era, of international control has gone by, and we no 

longer demand that you should rely on us for control over compliance with 

the agreement by the Soviet Union, because we do not wish to rely on the 

United States for control over compliance with this agreement by the 

United States, should we succeed in reaching an agreement. On the 

contrary, we proceed from the opposite premise, namely, that we shall 

verify United States compliance with the agreement, while the United States 

and the United Kingdom will themselves verify, through their own systems, 

the Soviet Union's compliance with the agreement." (ENDC/SC.I/PV.4/Rev.l, 

page 37) 

This position has been taken up by the Soviet delegation although as late as 

4 June 1961 the Soviet authorities, as the representative of the United States 

said this morning, stated in an aide memoire to the United States Government that, 

-like the United States Government, the Soviet Governoent considered that strict 

international control must be established over the cessation of tests. Also, 

~-~r. Zorin, speaking on 28 March in the Committee of the Whole, stated that the 

question of an agreement on the banning of nuclear weapcn tests was a mn,tter 

connected with the plan of disf'Jrmament (.8!.\TDC/C.l/PV.l, p. 43). If that view were 

accepted, it would follow that, as in tho case of other disarmament men,sures, the 

agreement must provide for detailed verification and control measures. 

The position of the United Kingdom and of the United Stn,tes is that the 

agreement on the cessation of nuclear weapon tests should provide for detailed 

verification and international controls, as given in their draft (ENDC/9). ·At 

the same time, President Kennedy, in his message to Secretary of State {tusk 

which the Secretary of Ste.te quoted in his speech on 15 March refers to the 

question of an agreement on the cessation of nuclear wen,pon tests as a specific 

matter of high priority to be taken up as an initial measure. He s11id: 
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"As a third specific objective you should se-ek to isolate a,nd identify 

initial measures of disarmament which could, if put into effect without 

delay 1 me,terially imp~'OVe interno,-tiona,l security o,nd the prospects for 

further disarmo,ment progress. In this C'1t8gory you should seek as a 

matter of the highest priority agreement on a sctfeguo,rded nuclear test 

ban. At this juncture in history no single measure in the field of 

disarmament would be more productive of concrete benefit in the a,lleviation 

of tensions and the enhancement of prospects for greater progress. 11 

(ENDC/PV.2, page 16) 

Nobody could put it better. 

said: 

Also, in his statement on 27 l>.iarch, Secretary Rusk 

"Organizational e,rro,ngements must be worked out to put disarmament and 

verification measures into effect. 

"Isolated initial measures might be undertnken without sucl: arrangements." 

(ENDC/PV.lO, page 101) 

I have quoted the position of both sides and ha,ve given the various rather 

conflicting angles, as we see them, which confuse, o,t least, my delegation. I 

am not doing this in a spirit of legal casuistry or to emphasize the inner 

contradictions of these positions, but to show that there are elements of basic 

common approaches despite appo,rent differences between the two sides, and that 

provided an earnest effort is mo,de to arrive c:,t an agreement, it should be possible 

to reach an agreement on tte cessation of nuclear we::tpon tests. 

It :.tppe11rs to us that there is on one side a fe::a,r of espionage which may 

involve a threat to the security of the St1:t8, and there is e1lso the suspicion 

on the other side of secret violations of any c,greoment which woul<l involve a 

similar threat to the security of the Stat&s conc~rned -- hence the insistG-nce 

on one side on a nationa,l control system and on the other on an international 

control system. ThGse fears and suspicions r::my, in the individual view of 

particular delegations, be genuine or not genuin~. They may not be genuine in 

the absolute sense, but they do exist and no negotia,tions can succeed unless a 

serious attempt is made at removing these fears and suspicions. This could only 

be done by one side offering a nation2.l control system-"plus", to rer.10ve the 

suspicion of secret violations involving risk to national security, and the other 

side offering internationo.,l controls-"minus", to remove the fear of espionage 
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involving a similar risk to national security. It is sad to note that no such 

attempt at serious negotiations has so far been made by either side in the 

Sub-Committee. 

Surely practical measures can be found to remove these fears and suspicions 

if there is a determination on both sides to reach agreement. The Defence 

Minister of India, in his statement on 20 March, threw out some suggestions for 

consideration -- these were referred to by the representative of Ethiopia this 

morning, so I shall not quote them. Leaders of several other delegations have 

in the initial debate hinted at similar suggestions which would give the necessary 

basis for a compromise satisfactory to both sides. 

Suggestions have also been made this morning by the represento.tive of Burma 

and the representative of Ethiopia. We understand tho.t a number of delegations 

are prepared to mwre concrete suggestions for the consideration of both sides, 

in an informal manner, to bridge the gap between the two extreme positions, 

provided that members of the Sub-Commi t·cee are inclined to consider these 

suggestions ar.d negotiate in e1 conciliatory nnd positive spirit. -~Te feel that 

the opportunity should be given to the vo.rious dele5ations to assist the Sub

Committee of three with the necessary suggestions so that an agreement on the 

cessation of nuclear tests may be arrived at fairly soon. 

The importance of arriving at such an agreement has been specifically 

stressed in President Kennedy's message that I quoted earlier. A day or two before 

the beginning of the Conference, my Prime hiinister ref0rred to the importance of 

avoiding nuclear tests during the commencement and continuance of this Conference. 

The Defence .ldinister of India in his sta,temont here on 20 March, c-.lso stressed 

the importance of arriving at an agreement on this vital question to reassure 

public opinion that disarmament negotiations were being undertaken in earnest 

in this Committee. He said: 

"We have no desire to exaggera.te this problem of explosions, but it 

hn,s got so much into the mental make-up and fears and apprehensions of 

people and no,tions that it has almost come to be regarded as the a.cid 

test of what the great countries n-r0 prepn.red to do. People n,sk themselves: 

'If they are not going even to stop tests, how will they abolish weapons?'." 

(ENDC/PV.5, pn.ge 39) 

The same point WQ,S stressed this morning by my colleagues from Burma, Ethiopia. 

tm.d Ik1y. 
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I would therefor·e, ori beha.lf of my delegation, appeal to the members of the 

Sub-Conunittee of three to approach this question, which is of high priority in 

our disarmament tal'ks, in a conciliatory and constructive spirit, and to make a 

determined effort to reach an agreement on the cessation of nucldar weapon tests. 

']l,rr, ZORIN (Union of Sovid Socialist Republics) (translation from 

Russian): We have listened with attention to the statements made this morning 

by the representatives of Burma, the Unite<i States, Ethiopia 1 India and Italy. 

I do not intend now to reply in any way to the many statements the.t were made 

in these interventions, but I she~ll confine m,YsG!lf to elucidating some questions 

that arise from an· analysis of the verbe.tim records which have been submitted for 

our examination and of some documents expressing the basic attitude of countries 

which are directly responsible for a solution of this question. In 5ubsequent 

debates, I shall also givv replies to some questions that have been raised today. 

The Soviet delegation has carefully stu(l_it'd the verbatim records of the 

Three Power Sub~Conunittee which has dt::2.lt with the· question of the cessation of 

nuclear weapon tests. It has consid_cred the argwnents put forward at meetings 

of this Sub-Com111i ttee by tho United Stc.tes representative, 111r. Dean, and_ the 

United Kingdom representative, 1~r. Godber. Vic hr.vo also studied the recent 

statements on this ques-r,ion by Presidunt Kennedy, Prine l,!inister l,iacmillan, 

Ivir, Rusk and Lord Home, 

by the Vlestern Press. 

We have 2-lso examined the treatment of this question 

What has attention beor.. focussed on, above all else:, during recent discussion 

of this question? The representatives of the United States and of th.t: United 

Kingdom, as well as thl~ Press of tl:ese countries 1 are concentr·ating tile ._-"ttention 

of world public op::.nion first and for:Jmo0t on the i::::sue that, in order to conclude 

a treaty on the discontinuance of all nuclear weapons tests it is essential to have 

a system of international control and on--site inspection and that without this 

it would be impossible, they allege, to establish whether a treaty on the 

discontinuance of tests was being vio-Lzted, 

that such violations would necessarily occur, 

Moreover, it is asswaed in ~dvance 

At the same time, a tendentious 

account is given of tho history of tho negcti::ttiuns on this questio~ a...Tld bewildering 

questions are raised in connexicn with "the cr.n.ngo in tho Soviet Union 1 s position 

•v-ith regard to the conditions of ':1. treaty for th._; discontinuc.ncc of tests. 
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The members of the Eighteen Nation Committee have already had an opportunity 

of stuqying the verbatim records of this Sub-Committee's meetings and of 

familiarizing themselves with the detailed explanations of our position given by 

the Soviet Union representative, Mr. Tsarapkin, and I believe that the numerous 

facts and references to official Soviet Government documents which he adduced 

during the discussions give sufficiently full replies to all these questions and 

make our position understandable. 

On 23 March the Committee listened to a statement of principle by the Foreign 

~linister of the Soviet Union, Mr. Gromyko, on the question of the discontinuance 

of nuclear weapon tests (ENDC/PV.8, pagffi20-27). From this statement the members 

of the Committee were able to get a clear picture of the general position of the 

Soviet Government on this question. It seems to me, therefore, that there is now 

no need to revert to the numerous questions that have been touched upon in the 

course of debate, especially since, at the informal meeting of the Committee on 

23 Iv1arch, I also gave a fairly detn,iled explanation of the Soviet Union's position. 

The Soviet delegation considers it important, now that the results of the 

discussions in the Sub-Committee are being discussed here at a plenary meeting 

of our Committee, to elucidate, first of all, the reasons for the impasse in 

solving this question and what prospects there are of its being solved. 

Cur present differences with the United States and the United Kingdom on this 

question are sufficiently clear. On 28 November 1961 the Soviet Union submitted 

a draft treaty on thediscontinuance of all nuclear weapon tests. Its intention 

was to discontinue nuclear weu,pon tests in the atmosphere, in outer spc,ce and 

under water, with the establishment of control by means of national systems of 

detection and identification. In respect of undereround tests, it was proposed 

to declare a moratorium on them until such time as a system of control could be 

worked out which would be acceptable to both sides and linked with a treaty on 

general and complete disarmament. 

The United States and the United Kingdom flatly rejected an agreement on 

this baais and began to insist on the conclusion of a treaty which would provide 

for an extensive system of international control on the territory of the nuclear 

Powers and a system of international inspection for the purpose of detecting and 

identifying all types of nucleu,r tests. All the statements made by the 

representatives of the United States and the United Kingdom in the Sub-Committee, 
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as well as statements by official persons in the.Je countries and informatior'

published in the United States and United Kingdow press) show clearly that from 

the standpoint of the Western Powers the question of detecting e.nd identifying 

nuclear &xplosio:ns gives rise to doubts only in respect of a c0rtain cR.tegory 

of underground nuclear eA~losionso 

As everyone knows, we have no such doubts. As regards nuclear explosions 

in thE: atmosphere, in out"r space aEd under wate:.r 1 d::mbts concerning their 

detection and identifica-cion are minimal anci in practice coul<l be entir&ly 

discounted. 

this point. 

Many of the representatives who have spoken her& today I'eferred to 

It is establ:i.;:;hed tha-0 iu respect of t~sts in the etr.10s:;>here the 

United States and the United Kingdom 7 as Mr. K&nnedy aJld 111r. Macmillan stated in 

their joint proposal of .3 Septe;ubEr 1961; nare prepared to rely upon existing 

means of detection, which they believe to bt; <~dE:<::_uc,te, z.nd are not suggesting 

additional controls." (GEN/DN!_/120) 

As ap-pea:>:-s from President Kennedy's statement et his press conference of 

29 Ma.rch 1962~ the United Sta,tes is insisting on inspection anCi. on international 

control in general primarily because it b.:;,lieves that without th<om .i.t is impossible 

to check 111,vhether a seismic c7'"nt was <::Il earthqual\:e or an explosionn, M:c. Dean 

confirmed this in his statement today Quite obviously, hovvever, the United 

States and the United £,ingdom~ in res-bing their cas~! chief:Ly on their d0ubt 

whether underground nuc:!.ear explvsio:c.s can be detected and ideatified, a,re at the 

same time insisting on international.ccntrol over all categories of nuclear 

expJ_osions, including ex:;)losions in -the atwospno:re, although the statement of 

3 Septe;uber to which I have just referred sho'.Vs that they then considered -- and 

they still consider -·- tl1.e existing ne;cional system of control to oe £.dequate. 

The question inevi tabl:y a:=isl;s wiw t:!.1e Uni tJd States and tho United K:;.ngdom 

are fr,Jstrating attempts to conclude a treaty on the discontinuance of all nuclear 

weapons tests on -th2 gn·ur:d -t':mt the Sovi8t 'JJ.1ion :>:-ejects an inte.:.:nationol 

control system, whereas even they admit c,ha:~ :•ri thout this system of control any 

violation of a t:-c,aty on ljhe discontinuance of tests in the atmosphere, in outer 

space and under water can be detec-ted by the existing national system of control. 

ivioreover~ everyone knov~s tlw.t undergrotmd nuclear tests :havo so far been conducted 

intensively only iu the UniteG. Statt:s. In the Sovi•::t Un:'_on only one underground 

nucleex explosion ha.s been kncwn, and this was irnmE:dio.tely detected and 
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identified by the United States national system of detection. Furthermore, 

The New York Times for 31 January of this year reported that the Atomic Energy 

Commission had stated on that date that underground explosions of nuclear weapons 

had become more complicated and expensive and required more time than had been 

expected, The article went on to say that the significance of the Commission's 

report was that it pointed out the difficulties of underground testing and implied 

that atmospheric tests could yield a quicker return in the improvement of weapons, 

The representative of Burma said in his statement today that certain questions 

in this regard had occurred to his delegation as well. 

So the same question remains: why do the United States and the United Kingdom, 

k...'1.owing that the possibility of violating a treaty on underground tests would 

mainly concern the United States, which conducts these tests, nevertheless 

persistently demand international control, which they themselves say they need 

principally because of their doubts about the detection and identification 

precisely of these underground tests? 

This question does not occur to our delegation only. At his press conference 

of 29 March President Kennedy was asked the following question: " ,,, Last winter 

from Palm Beach there was a comment (that) underground testing didn't particularly 

advance the art of weapons. Why, then, is it necessa~ ••• to insist on 

inspections which will detect every last underground test?" 

1vir. Kennedy did not really answer this question. He only st::Lted: "We 

don't say they should investigate every test •••.• 

for a limited number of inspections." 

YJ"e have said we would settle 

But the question that was asked still remains: why does the United States 

demand international control and inspection of all testing although this is only 

necessary, even from the United States point of view, for the detection and 

identification of some underground tests, while these same underground tests are 

conducted mainly by the United States, ~1d in fact will probably fold up because, 

as the Atomic Energy Commission has stated, they have proved costly and not ve~y 

effective? 

The question also arises why the United States and the United Kingdom have 

decided to conduct nuclear tests in the atmosphere although they say themselves 

that the tests carried out by the Soviet Union in the autumn of 1961 did not give 

it any particular advantage. Lord Home, United Kingdom, Secretary of State for 

Foreign Affairs, said in the House of Lords immediately after his return from our 
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Conference: "So far s.s the West know1 the balanc.e of power had not been 

transferred to the Soviet Union by reason of their last series of tests". This 

was confirmed by President Kennedy in repeated statements on the same subject, 

Mr. Godber, the United Kingdom representative, speaking on 29 iviarch in the 

Three-Power Nuclear Sub-Committee) went still further (ENDC(SC.l/PV.5, page 17). 

He said that even if the Soviet Union ha3 gained any advantage from its autumn 

tests, the Western Powers are prepared to say 11 Keer> your gains" -if it will accept 

the condition now pl'opos8d by the Uni t~::d Stettes and the United Kingdom that 

international control be established over the cassation of tests. So neither the 

United States nor the United Kingdom needs to reswne nuclear weapon tests for the 

sake of i -vs present security for they obviously do not consider they would gain 

much if they did. If that is so~ why should the United States begin a new series 

of nuclear tests in the atmosphere, that is, begin a new spurt in the nuclear 

arms race, when it is well aware beforehand that those tests would inevitably 

compel the Soviet Union to test? 

Why on earth7 then, have they decided to resume this race? The United 

States and United Kingdom representatives themselves do not give a clear answer 

to this question. It arises 1 however, from the lin8 which the ·western Powers 

have always taken hitherto on the discontinuance of tests and from the position 

which they have always taken up, and are trying to tn.ke up now during our 

negotiations for a t.ceaty on genoral and complete disarmament. 

In fact, every one knows that up to 1958 the United States and the United 

Kingdom steadfastly opposed the conclusion of any agreement whatsoever on the 

discontinuance of nuclear tests. In doi11g so, they kept putting forward the 

r1rgument that, allegedly, it was impossible in general to establish c:,ny system of 

control over nuclear testing and, therefore, it was impossible for them to 

conclude an international agreement on the discontinuance of such tests. 

However, when it was pro~Ted c:,t the 1958 Conference .:Jf Experts from ei;sht countries 

that the establishment of control over all nuclec.r tests WCLS possible, anc1 tl:e 

argument of the United States :1nd the United Kingd0m w2-s refutGd, they vere 

compelled to agree to negotiations on tho discontinuance of a~l nuclo~r tests. 

It is well known, however, that as early as January 1959 the United States 

announced that it had obtained some kind of new data concernin£ th0 ir:c.dequacy 

of tht: systt:m of detecting and identifying underground nuclear 0xplosion:3 o,nd, 

for ttis reason, demanded the exclusion of underground nucleo,r explosions from a 

treat~- on the discontinuanr.e of nuclear tests. 
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At the same time, in agreeing to negotiations on the discontinuancE; of 

nuclear tests, the United States counted upon the conclusion of such an agreement 

as would, on the one hand, consolidate the advantage which the United States 

thought it had at that time in the field of technology and the development of 

various types of nuclear weapons and, on the other hand, ensure for the United 

States opportunities to send its inspectors into Soviet territory under the flag 

of international inspection for the purpose of obtaining additional military 

information which i~ needed for the implementation of its military plans against 

the Soviet Union. 

That the task of obtaining intelligence information in the Soviet Union has 

been and continues to be the most important task confronting the military organs of 

the United States can be clearly seen from the stateraent metde by the Deputy 

Secretary for Defence, IvJ.r. Gilpatrick, on 15 March 1962. He said quite frankly: 

"It is essential to determine the system of enemy targets and the probability of 

hitting them". 

However, for the reasons which everyone knows and because of the policy which 

the United States, the United Kingdom and tlwir NATO allies had been carrying out, 

particularly since the summer of 1961 (~fter the well-known proposals of the Soviet 

Union for a peace treaty with Germany), ~d which led to a direct threat to the 

security of the Soviet Union and its allies, the USSR was compelled to carry out a 

number of additional measures to strengthen its defence capi1bilitics and, as one of 

the measures for the defence of its security, resolutely tc oppose so-called 

international control and the dispatch of international inspectors into the 

territory of the Soviet Union. Thereupon the United Sk,tes end the United Kingdom 

lost all interest in the conclusion of an agreement on the discontinuance of 

nuclear weapons tests and began to prepare a new series of nuclear tests: that 

is, they began to prepare a new spurt in the nuclear arms race. 

Such conclusions also stem from stetements made by one of the leading 

physicists of the United States who .i:Jlayed a direct part in the development of 

nuclear weapons and in framing the military atomic policy of the United States. 

I am referring to Mr. Hans Bethe, who m3de these statements not so long ago. 

The same conclusions readily come to mind if we consider objectively the recent 

events and the actions of the United States in this field. 
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It was precisely after the Soviet Union had submitted its proposals of 

28 November 1961 that the United States and the United Kingdom, following the 

meeting of President Kennedy and Prime Minister Iviacmillan, in Bermuda in 

December 1961, announced that they were preparing to resume nuclear tests in the 

atmosphere. And on 2 March President Kennedy spoke on television to the people 

of the United States and stated that he had consented to the resumption of nuclear 

tests in the United States in the second half of April this year. 

It is known that on the day after this statement by President Kennedy, the 

Chairman of the Council of Ministers of the USSR, i.!~r. Khrushchev, stated i-n his 

message to Mr. Kennedy that this decision of the United States President "is a 

further expression of an aggressive liae in international relations, that it is a 

blow directed at the Committee of Eighteen that is to begin work at any moment now, 

a blow directed against the forthcoming disarmament negotiations" (ENDC/8, page 18). 

We cannot but confirm now the truth of this conclusion. 

If, in the light of all this, we turn to the position adopted by the 

delegations of the United States and the United Kingdom in the course of o.ur 

negotiations in connection with the preparation of a treaty on general and complete 

disarmament, we cannot but see the reflection of this policy in their whole 

approach to this question. We have already had occasion to see during the debates 

in the Committee in the last few days how the United States and the United Kingdom 

delegations are trying to evade the consideration of a concrete draft treaty on 

general and complete disarmament and are endeavouring to inveigle the Committee 

into considering individual measures and into an abstract debate on the general 

problems of disarmament, bringing the Conference back to a stage in its work on 

disarmament that has long since been passed. We note with regret, and we are not 

alone in noting, that there is danger of a deadlock being reached in the 

negotiations on the fundamental question, namely, the conclusion of an agreement 

on general and complete: disarmament. This is especially clear from the rec5nt 

meetings of the Cornmi ttee. 

In the light of these facts, a dispatch of the Bonn agency, D.P.A., from 

'Nashington on 30 March is noteworthy. It reads: "In well-informed Washington 

circles it is considered that the Geneva disarmament negotiations will shortly 

come into an impasse, for the same reason that spelt doom to the negotiations on 

the discontinuance of nuclear weapon tests -- that is to say, because of effective 

inspection •.• American ta~tics boil down to seeking a solution on specific points 

after the failure of the discussions on general and complete disarmament." 
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It would appear that the Bonn correspondent in Washington is pretty well

informed about the true intentions of certain influential groups in the United 

States which, in preparing fer a breakdown of ·bhe Gene-:ra negoti8.tions on general 

and complete disarmament, are being assisted by the politicians of Bonn, 

We would like to believe that these forces which a:-·e c0ncerned i12 

intensifying the arms race and tension in internationa::.. reJ.a-~io'1s Trill fail to 

realize their plans which are inimical to the cause of peace. However, the 

stubborn refusal of the United States Government anr'l i ·Ls s .l_;Jl,JG rtE ~·, the United 

Kingdom Government, to conclude immediately an agrnement on the discontinuance of 

nuclear weapons tests in the atmcsphere, in outer ;;pv.ce aJ1,i ur_c1_or -wg,ter on the 

basis of national systems of control which are completE:'.y tde-;_'lG.te for thi::; 

purpose, together with a moratorium on underground tE .s-cs ·:.en til a control system 

acceptable to both sides has been worked out, and th,, exploitation of the failure 

of the talks on this agreement as a battering-ram for shatter~ng all possibility 

of a successful outcome to the negotiations for the p.rl:./:.'"1'''-tion of a. treaty on 

general and complete disarmament -- all this shows that -';:his 0.'1-:r:ger is very great. 

The Soviet Government has repeatedly stated and st2.t2s oPce again that it is 

prepared to sign immediately an agreement on the discontinu:u:(,;e of aLt. nuclear 

tests on the reasonable basis which I have indicatecl, ~ho Soviet delegation will 

continue to work for the discontinuance of all nuclear w·eF~ponf:' tests a.nd will, at 

the same time, make every effort to aonclude successfully the 0m:i:lesc:-li:ri:e 

negotiations that hD.ve begun for the preparation of a tre<1t,y 211 f;er,era::_ o.nd 

complete disarmament, despite the opposition of thosv vho ooviously D.re not 

interested either in stopping the nuclear arms rD.ce c,r in achie'ring general and 

complete disarmament. At the s:1me tim'-, we are prepared -- but not to the 

detriment of the fulfilment of the primary task -- -tc, co--opt::rnte 'Vith a2.1 the 

delegations in this Committee in working out measure::; +hc:"t would help towards the 

lessening of international tension and the achievement of g•="r:cral 8-lld complete 

disarmament. The Soviet delegation expresses the hope thn.t all tlle otner 

delegations will co-operate along these lines and make concerted efforts to prevent 

a new spurt in the nuclear arms race which would be trie;gered off by the new 

United States tests of nuclear weapons in thu atmo:.;phe_re, j,'his would certainly 

inflict what might well be a fatal blow on +.he whole ~E.US'~ of disarmament, 
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Mr. EDBERG (Sweden): by delegt"1tion has taken note of the records of the 

three Power Sub-Committee. We have also listened with close attention to the 

statements made this morning by the co-Chairmen of our Conference. As many other 

delegations have done in the cou::-se of this debate, we ncJte with deep regret that 

it has not been possib:1.e up to now tc> rGach an c1g:reerrt0nt on a test ban treaty. 

On the other hand, we are happy to learn that the ddiborations cf the Sub-Committee 

will continue, in spite cf the present obst~cles. 

As so many brilliant minds have concentrut)d their efforts in v:,in for so 

long a time on this subject, it i!lay bu th2.t no sut:gvstiun~ no idea, from other 

quarters can break what today could be interprete~ as a stalemate. However, my 

delegation feels that we should be failing in our duty as a member of this 

Committee if, before accepting a stalemo,to, we did nut try to ascertain that all 

roads had been explored, ::::,11 possibilities considered. 

We hope that with bonne volonte it will be possible -- perhaps 'l'"i th an 

approach somewhat different from the one ~pplied so far -- to find a solution which 

will satisfy seemingly contradictory domc.ncls, 

For example, would it not be worth while to exl1mine whether a solution to 

the problem of continuous con-trol could he found en [~ non--·poli tical, non-military, 

purely scientific basis -- through a net·,wrk of observation posts already 

established for the purpose of scientific advance and technological progress in 

the fields of meteorology, seismology, geophysics, measuring of radioactive 

fallout, etc.? Close daily co-operaticn in many of these fields already exists, 

even though certain technical and administrative improvements could no doubt be 

made. Would it not be worth considering to what extent we migl:t rely on these 

observation posts for a comple~e ann continuGus registration and identification of 

such phenomena as are relevant in this conteyt? 

The reliance would thus primarily be on im;ti tutions established for 

peaceful, scientific purposes -- aa indupcndont endeavour objectively to detect 

possible explosions and, to a certc:;,in degree, tr.; identify their origin :1nd nature. 

As Ambassador Dea..'1 has broup;ht up the expGrie:lce of Swedish scientists, I wish 

to say that, to the best of my knowledge; -0here is no real or marked discrepancy 

between the views of A.meri can scl entists ar..d our o\m as to the detectabili ty and 

possibility of identifying seismic events. Obviously this does not mean that 

science and technology in ot!1e:r countr-ies may nc·t p0ssess more profc und knowledge 

and more refined instruments than th•Jse knovm to us today. 
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When we speak about existing posts and institutions, we think of them as 

linked together <::.nd closely ccllaborating in an international chain. If we 

follow this idea, would it not be logical if observations and data from different 

fields were reported to and collected in an international scientific centre, 

possibly acting within the franework of an already existing international 

organization, or associated with such e.n organization? Thus we should be able to 

base our efforts on, and fur-ther develop, the scientific collaboration already 

established. 

Further, would it not be possible to c,ttach to ::;uch an organization or 

agency a limited number of scientists cf high standing and integrity, possibly 

from non-aligned countries, who woulc, ccnsti tute a commission which, by analyses 

of data on radioactive fallout ~s provided for by General Assembly resolution 

1629(XVI), and of seismic events and other available facts, could consider the 

possibility or probability that a test had been undertaken in violation of the 

treaty? 

In this connexion, the question arises whether any additional verification 

would be needed to supplement the obf:ervations :-:-nd analyses in those cases where 

there was a possibility or a probability that nuclear tests had been undertaken. 

It is not my intc:ntic)n to bring forward c.ny definite ideas in this context, but 

only to raise the question whether the existence of such cases should nc,t be 

seen in the light of possibilities ,)f identification actually existing at any 

given time. Scientific and technological progress seems to be decisive as to 

the need for further verification, Against this background, and in view of the 

fact that the cnly possible s:::nction against a ps,rty which had violated the treaty 

would be the right of the o thi.c;r pl1rties tc withdraw from the agreement, it might be 

asked whether a system sbould not be considered unc1&r which inspection in 

specified concrete CL1ses would require the consent of the party concerned in 

accordance with certain est2-blishecl procedures, witL other parties enjoying the 

right of withdrc_wal from the agreement in case such consent was not given and if 

the probability of such a test in breach of the agreement had been duly established. 

As I have alrer.c_y Lientic,ned, it has ncJt been our intention h&re to go into 

any details in this cumplice,te;d matter or to present any plan or c,ny concrete 

proposals. Ve have only wanted ·trJ question in very general terms whether it would 

net be possible after all ·to approach some cf these difficult proble!!ls from 
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somewhat different angles. Ve 0h2rish the ho:i),J that the vit>ws and ideas brought 

forward by various del egu,tj ons during this debate will stimulu,te the Sub-Committee 

to new efforts. 

The Swedish delegation urgently appeG,ls to tbe nuclear Pc.wers to make one more 

earnest er.:.cleavour to rc;ac~l an agreement anu jJrevent the carrying out of fur~her 

nuclear weapon tests, whicl1 wculd snake worlJ opinion and cr~usu doubts as to our 

ability to make pr:Jgres;;: in the task for which we have: cornu ·C.ogether h,:re; 

The CHAIRlvi..'.N (United t\rr..b Hepublic): I have four :lumi")S on the list of 

speakers. However, at t~~ first meeting uf thiu Conferencu w~ agreed Gn the 

procedure of havi;:1g one rne0ting a day fro;n lO a. rn. ts l 2· m. E:ince it is now 
\ 

l o 1 clock, I would suggest thr~t we n,C.journ the m,:;,.,ting and meet ag['_,j n tomorrow 

morning at 10 o 1 clcck. However: before adjourning the meeting I would like to 

say that the representative of i,t1e United Kingdcm, l\ir. Gc,dbur, wishes to make a 

very brief n~ply tc Mr.. Zori; Jf t~1ere is nc objection, I shall call on 

Mr. Godber. I should also like to apologise t,J thE: four speu.kers whose names 

are on the list of speft-kers fer not having been ::1.ble to call en them to speak 

this morning. 

Mr. HAJE~ (Czecl1e;slovakia): In tlw st.1tement which I intend to make 

I shall also reply to ste:t>J'Tients made by previ .. us speakers. Since the Chairman 

plans to call on the reprcscntutlve of the United i\::ingdom tn spEak in reply to 

preceding speakers, pc:rhc.ps it woulc:. be better t:i tbor to cllow CJ.ll tho speakers 

on the list tu speak c.r to j_)Qstpone the rema::·ks r;:t' t,Le repre::H;nt,tti vv of the 

United Kingdom until our ;nou+,ing tomorr.~w. 

Mr. GODBER (United Klngd.om): I cortotinly dC' nrt wish tc clelay the 

kll I ~ad proposed 

to do, with the n.greement of tr.e Comm:..ttu("t '''aE' tc tcJ,e up C·DP point when;; 

Mr. Zorin had quoted me c~r.r1 where I t-hou&_ht it \l"·"ts de:-;irr1ble t~ set the record 

straight. 

Ti--.e CEAiffi,U~N (United Arab liepublic): I ll(· te thc.-0 thc ro is now no 

objection, and I call upon the represcntati ve of tb,· United Kingdom. 
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Mr. GODBER (United Kingdom): I am grat.eful, Mr. Chairman, and I shall 

not delay the Committee. I would hope tc have the opportunity of making a 

detailed intervention in this most important debate at our next meeting. 

All I want to say on this occasion i~ the following. ~.1r. 2.orin quoted what 

I said in the Sub-Committee en 29 March} but if .he had carried the quotation a 

little further it might have helped to cl~rify the por,ition as to my though~s at 

that time, He was referring to the Western Powers having said that they would 

have no objection to the Soviet Union keeping any advantages it had achieved from 

its last series of tests. On that occasion I said: 

"Yet, despite these massive tests and despite all the knowledge which 

the Soviet Union has gainea from them) at this moment of time we still say 

to them, 1 Keep your gains 1 • We El.re still willing ·to sign a treaty now to 

ban all tests for ever, leaving the Soviet Union with the gains and the 

knowledge that it has obtained from this last series of tests. All we ask 

is that the treaty" -- th::.s is t.ho important thing -- "should contain a 

minimum of safeguards. This is the ha-rd co-re of the matter, and once again 

I appeal to the Soviet Unio:il to rvspond to what I would claim is a generous 

attitude on the part of the West, and to join with us in signing a treaty 

here and now." (ENDC/SC. I/PV. 5, ;eages 17 and 18) 

Those were my words, and I thought tho Committee as a whole would appreciate 

hearing them in their full context. ·we are in fact making this offer, and it is 

an offer which is contingent or1 getting what we consider ~Jo bt: a fair treaty at the 

present time. 1Ve cannot contemplate with equanimity a further series of Soviet 

tests of which we may be unaware. Raving already had the experience of one such 

series of tests which we had to endure, we we.nt a clen,r treaty. I wanted to 

make perfectly clear what was in my mind, and I am sure that ~rr. Zorin would 

certainly not wish to leave P" wrong impression with regard to what I said. 

The Conference decided to issue the following communique: 

"The Conference of the Eighteen Natior. Committee on Disarmament today 

held its thirteenth meeting at the Palais des Nations, Geneva, under the 

Chairmanship cf ]),lr. A.F. ~-ta.ssan, representative of the United Arab Republic. 

"The representatives of Burma, the United States of America, Ethiopia, 

Italy, India, the Union of Sovi0t Socialist Republics, Sweden and the 

United Kingdom made statements. 

"The next meeting cf the Conference will be held on Tuesday, 3 April 1962 1 

at 10 a.m." 




